Biology Books Evolve in Texas

In November 2003, after months of media coverage and two public hearings, Texas’ State Board of Education (SBOE) approved high school Biology books for 2004 local adoption. At issue was treatment of evolution in Glencoe’s Biology: The Dynamics of Life, Holt Biology, and Prentice Hall Biology, regular (non-Advanced Placement) texts by major publishers which will dominate Texas sales.

These books were very evolutionary. That did not violate Texas law. What did violate Texas law was their censorship of scientific weaknesses in evolutionary theories. Texas requires them to tell scientific weaknesses as well as strengths of scientific theories, including evolution. That is constitutional because (unlike some states) it does not single out evolution for special treatment.

But not all of those texts were equally nonconforming. Two acknowledged major scientific weaknesses in evolutionary theories. An entire page in Prentice Hall Biology explained that phylogenies based on biochemical similarities may contradict phylogenies based on comparative anatomy, complete with a student reinforcement activity and review questions.

This not only is a significant scientific weakness in evolutionary theory; it is the exact opposite of what that book said on the subject in its 1991 and 1998 Texas editions, to which our reviews specifically objected in both those earlier adoptions. Had Texas added this weakness during the state approval process, it would have riled the pro-evolution gestapo. As it was, they apparently never noticed it.

Despite that improvement, and similar progress in Glencoe’s Biology: The Dynamics of Life, all the books needed more scientific weaknesses in evolutionary theories to conform fully to Texas law… which evolutionists opposed. A stalemate ensued. There were few important changes during the state approval process. The SBOE in November basically accepted the books as submitted in April.

The Texas rule requiring scientific strengths and weaknesses of scientific theories proved so constitutionally bulletproof, that evolutionists tried to reframe the debate by attacking “intelligent design” instead, which no one was asking for. In the media, though, SBOE conservatives successfully distinguished the Texas rule from evolutionists’ diversionary assault on “intelligent design.”

These three 1100-page texts took us nine weeks each to review, about seven months’ work altogether. We filed a list of 110 indisputable factual errors that publishers and the state of Texas missed in them. Publishers admitted these in writing, validating our depth of analysis. That prepared Biology textbook reformers better than ever for 2004 local adoptions.

This experience showed the superiority of the Texas rule on treatment of scientific theories. It helped set in motion (through public demand) greater compliance with that rule over time. It reaffirmed the wisdom of textbook activism rather than litigation to work for change. California state-adopts only through grade 8, so Texas most influences high school textbooks nationwide.

"Not by might, nor by power, but by my spirit, sayeth the Lord of hosts." — Zachariah 4:6